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TIMELESS ELEGANCE AT OCEANA BAL HARBOR

By Interiors by Steven G.

* We offer a full complement of coatings services, plus new
construction & restoration services
* Over 30 years of completing projects with diverse problems
* We pride ourselves in safe and prompt execution of all work

1.888.623.5316 | www.biscayneresidentialpainting.com | info@biscaynecorp.com

Goode Interiors, Inc.
TRADITIONAL | TRANSITIONAL | CONTEMPORARY

THE ART OF TRANSFORMING HOUSES INTO LUXURIOUS HOMES!

Whether it’s a bedroom, kitchen, living room, or entire house in traditional, French, tropical, or contemporary style, Goode

Interiors’ inspired designs will transform the look of your home, while catering to your specific taste and needs!
- SHERRI GOODE, DESIGNER, ASID ALLIED MEMBER

11100 Blue Palm St., Plantation, FL 33324

| Office: 954.701.6149 | Fax: 954.475.8783

sherribgoode@yahoo.com | www.goodeinteriors.net
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REINVENTED

INTERIOR DESIGN & REMODELING

FL ID #1727

2101 NW 33rd St Suite 300-A, Pompano Beach FL 33069
perlalichi.com #perlalichi info@perlalichi.com 954-726-0899
https://ezcard.com/perla Financing Available

PERLA LICHI DESIGN

   

954-509-1000
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DELIVERING AN EXCELLENT PRODUCT IN
WORKMANSHIP AND DESIGN

AMG Stone is a custom granite, marble and natural stone fabrication &
installation company servicing all of South Florida's residential and
commercial interest with the finest craftsmanship in natural stone.

6900 SW 21st Court #11, Davie, FL 33317
Office (954) 423-6600 | Mobile (561) 756-0740
Send drawings/templates/info: Fax (561) 988-8909
or email them to JNADEL1480@aol.com
www.amgstoneflorida.com

CGC License# 1522874

TIMELESS ELEGANCE AT
OCEANA BAL HARBOR
DESIGNER Steven G, Pompano Beach
PHOTOGRAPHY Barry Grossman
TEXT Lisa Ricci

Inspired by elegance and grandeur, an Interiors by Steven G trademark, this sanctuary of relaxation and timeless design is exactly
what the homeowners of this Oceana Bal Harbor condominium dreamed of.
When designing this sprawling empty unit, we presented a design option for privacy with a black wenge screen, allowing light and semi
privacy from the dining and the grand living area. While sitting in the dining area the privacy screen allows the amazing views of the
ocean to still be seen.

“The unit was delivered to us raw, says Steven G., and per the homeowners’ direction, we were to create a timeless, elegant home sparing
no expense”. The ceilings were dropped, allowing the design team to create an electrical plan with recessed lighting. Neutral furniture
fabrics were imported from France and Italy, which compliment a stunning silk area rug that rests ever so elegantly on the Italian porcelain
floor. A custom-designed coffee table constructed of wenge, painted wood and glass complement the privacy screen and tying in the
design by adding a touch of dark wood.
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hile sitting in the dining area the privacy screen allows the amazing views
of the ocean to still be seen. Callallies were an inspiration for the dining
room custom hand blown glass light fixture complemented by a Callallie
floral arrangement. Carrying the neutral tones into the dining area, Diane Levi, interior
designer was determined to not lose focus of the surrounding ocean views. “Ocean
views are the main reason anyone purchases such a spectacular unit and I wanted to
ensure the design was not going to take away from that”, says Diane. The team used
the a neutral custom lacquer table and ultra-suede dining chairs, creating a classic,
elegant look.
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The master bedroom was designed both with a feminine and masculine touch. The light shell
pink tufted-designed headboard shows a softer touch while the wenge nightstands reflects a
masculine feel. All are complemented by hand-made crystal pendants that reflect off of the
mirror behind.

Just to the other side of the dining room is a
massive kitchen area (ABOVE), which features a white quartz island with seating for
two... perfect for an intimate casual breakfast
and coffee. The artwork brings in just enough
color to complement the neutral tones. The
kitchen table was designed with a gold base
and round glass top. The contrasting wenge
chair legs give just enough contrast to create a
stunning area. The wood feature wall is a
custom laquer finish adorned by a standing
wall mirror, reflecting the views of the ocean
while seated.
The sprawling master closet was designed in
a black wenge with a center island for
additional storage. Under cabinet
and
recessed lighting create a warm yet allows
enough lighting for the Mr. and Mrs. of the
home to dress.

The master bathroom was designed in
an ever-so-elegant marble, which is
seen in the flooring and oversized
double vanity. The wood featured on
the double vanity gives a bold, yet sophisticated feeling while in the room.
The wall-to-wall mirror featured over
the double vanity gives a grand master
bathroom an even grandeur feel. The
custom ottoman is the ultimate addition to the space, allowing the owners
to sit while dressing or conveniently
access a spa robe. A splash of color in
the art work brings the ocean hues to
the master bath.
The timeless elegance of this magnificent home designed by Steven G is a
testament to his brilliant interior design talents.
- THE END -

Super Selection of Everything for your bar, gameroom, or kitchen...except the drinks.

• High quality bars, barstools and more, • Wine Racks • Game Tables •
Hundreds of designer fabrics, vinyls and leathers available with finishes and heights for every need!. • Plus matching chairs for the kitchen or dining room.

6331 N Federal Highway, Boca Raton, 561.989.9933
Tuesday - Saturday: 10:00AM - 6:30 PM | Sunday: Noon - 5
www.barstoolsandbeyond.com
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THE DOOR FACTORY ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF THEIR
NEWLY REMODELED SHOWROOM!

hopping for the most reliable and stylish impact doors has never been easier, thanks to the newly remodeled
showroom of Oakland Park’s legendary The
Door Factory! Doors are probably the most
important features of your house or business.
They let people in, they shut out the elements. The sun shines through them; the
wind sweeps against them. They are entryways and exits. And because they are so important to your life, they need to be crafted
correctly, built of the highest quality materials and, above all, durable and functional.
Since 1973 The Door Factory has offered one of the largest selections of doors
in South Florida. And now, their customers
will have the pleasure of shopping for doors
and windows in their newly remodeled
showroom. What hasn’t changed is the expertise, service and quality customers have
been getting for the past 46 years. It’s safe
to say that people have bought thousands of
doors from us over the years and they keep
coming back because, quite frankly, after 46
years, The Door Factory staff knows the
business. This is especially important during
hurricane season, when the safety of your
family becomes paramount. You can count
on The Door Factory to provide door systems of the highest standards of
construction. We live and do business in South Florida so they know all
about hurricanes and because of this, they wouldn’t sell an inferior product.
Their best quality impact-rated door systems meet all state and local building
codes.

In addition to homeowners, business owners come to The Door Factory
because they know they’ll supply them with a product that is cost-efficient,
strong and hurricane protected by both new and
replacement doors. The
Door Factory is also
unique in our ability to
make doors of various
Great
sizes and types - no one
selection of
else can do this. Big Box
hardware
dealers send their cusfor doors!
tomers to TDF when a
door is needed that doesn’t fit traditional specifications. In addition, they
are the authorized dealer
for the products that will
be installed for you.
The Door Factory carries the complete
lines of more than 30 manufacturers, including residential doors, commercial doors, interior & exterior doors and impact-rated entry
doors, from basic to decorative designs. Honesty. Reliability. Professionalism. “It’s our
guarantee,” says Lenny Cedola, owner of
TDF. Call or visit The Door Factory and you’ll
see the difference as soon as you walk through
our doors. 990 NW 36th St, Oakland Park, FL
33309, (954) 564-2834
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WHAT WE OFFER

Miami-Dade & State of Florida
HVHZ Approved Doors
• Hurricane Impact Glass Doors
• Commercial Fire Rated Steel Doors & Frames
• French Doors • Bi-Fold and Pocket Doors
• Locks & Hardware
• Custom-Designed Units
• Residential Steel, Fiberglass
& Wood Doors
• Pre-Hung Doors & Mouldings

THE DOOR FACTORY

990 NW 36th Street, Oakland Park, FL 33309

954.564.2834

Since 1973

info@thedoorfactoryfl.com

Licensed & Insured - Lic. CC#02-10499-FC

New hours as of Jan. 2, 2020
Monday - Friday 7:30am - 4:30 pm, Saturday 9am-12pm
Saturday: 9:00am - 12:00pm
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5940 SW 19TH ST, PLANTATION, FL 33317 | T 954.967.8629 F 954.981.5384 | WWW.TOBYZACKDESIGNS.COM
LIC# 1826000762

FLORIDA DECOR

5710 NW 120 AVE
Coral Springs, FL 33076

For advertising information, call
954.825.1549 | floridadecor@bellsouth.net

